BIRDING ABROAD LTD
ANDALUCIA – SOUTHERN SPAIN TOUR REPORT
10th to 17th May 2022
The region of Andalucía in southern Spain offers some of the very best bird watching in Europe.
Benefiting from large areas of unspoiled mountain, steppe and wetland habitats, it hosts an array of
mouth-watering breeding species. The area is also a gateway to Europe for many species of birds on
the African-European spring migration route. Andalucia remains a staple favourite amongst British
bird watchers who enjoy the splendid bird watching combined with warm, sunny weather and
delightful accommodation which often features fine local cuisine. The aim of this tour was to sample
a cross section of these habitat types, and endeavour to see the region’s speciality birds and witness
some of the remaining spring migration. This was our first tour to Spain since 2019 and was more than
a week later than our usual spring dates, so it was of real interest to see what difference the shift in
timing would mean for the bird watching. Dave Cropper, Dorothy Jackson, Gill Reid and Bob Groves
joined Lance and Nick, the Birding Abroad leaders for the tour.

Tuesday 10 May. The party arrived in Malaga at lunchtime just minutes apart on two separate flights
via Manchester and London Gatwick. After snaking our way around the immigration queue, we were
soon able to rendezvous and collect our comfortable 9-seater hire vehicle, shortly setting off
northwards into the Andalusian countryside. The weather was pleasantly warm and sunny, though
the surrounding countryside looked surprisingly verdant, evidence of a wet spring in preceding weeks.
A Monk Parakeet flew over the road as we left a busy Malaga, an introduced and exotic species, now
with self-sustaining populations in many coastal areas of Spain. A quick cafe stop enroute saw us

enjoying a tapas lunch before we soon arrived at our first birding stop, the Laguna Fuente de Piedra,
which hosts Spain’s largest breeding colony of Greater Flamingos.
The reserve visitor centre provides several different panoramic viewing levels and scanning from here
we estimated over 2,000 Greater Flamingos were present and that just in the nearest part of the lake!
Much to our pleasure and surprise as we had tried on several previous occasions without luck, we
managed to locate one of the Lesser Flamingos which spend much time on this vast lagoon, and which
are considered genuine vagrants from sub-Saharan Africa by the Spanish authorities. Alongside its cogeners, the smaller body size and shorter legs, much pinker plumage and dark bill, were all features
which indicated we had the right bird. We enjoyed a stroll along the paths around the reserve, passing
through dry scrub as well as pausing at a couple of well-placed hides overlooking pools with damper
margins and reeds. Duck species were well represented, with at least three pairs of the scarce Whiteheaded Duck noted, alongside 10 Red-crested Pochard, 35 Common Pochard, with single figure counts
of Northern Shoveler, Gadwall and Mallard. Several pairs of Black-necked and Little Grebes were busy
already feeding their tiny young.
The large roadside pool at the entrance to the reserve proved a worthwhile stop, with waders
including many Pied Avocets and Black-winged Stilts, as well as a few Little Ringed Plover, Ruff, Curlew
Sandpiper and Common Redshank together with a stunning summer plumaged Spotted Redshank.
Four lovely close-up Slender-billed Gulls were bathing and upwards of 90 Gull-billed Terns were
buoyantly dipping over the water surface here and over fields close-by with many sitting in groups
around the shoreline of the main lagoon. Marbled Teal, as pictured below, is always a sought-after
species, so a group of four and a singleton were well appreciated, perhaps a result of us visiting slightly
later in spring.

Our first look at the scrub yielded typical Spanish birds, including Common Hoopoe, Crested Lark,
Zitting Cisticola, Cetti’s Warbler, Sardinian Warbler and European Serins, though less familiar were
two Isabelline (Western Olivaceous) Warblers in song. Several Common Nightingales were heard in

full throated ease and a ‘purring’ and well-watched European Turtle-dove enriched the sound-scape,
making us appreciate the splendour of the Andalucian countryside. The local village held a few pairs
of nesting White Stork as well as the ubiquitous Spotless Starlings and three Pallid Swifts which were
carefully picked out amongst their commoner cousins.
We then drove on towards Osuna in the early evening where we checked in to our hotel, later enjoying
an excellent meal consisting of no less than six epic courses washed down with a couple of beers to
toast an excellent start to the trip.
Wednesday 11 May – An exploration of the plains around Osuna was our objective for the day and
we began by scanning from two bridges which provided us with good, elevated vantage points. We
soon located several Great Bustards and by driving the various farm tracks in the area we ended up
with a total of nine of these fine birds during the day. Search as we could, no Little Bustards could be
located. Montagu’s Harriers are a firm favourite for most birders, and the plains here are a stronghold
for the species. We enjoyed several males and females watched feeding and displaying over the fields,
and during quieter spells, 20 or so European Bee-Eaters, as below, ensured we were well entertained.

By mid-morning a small northward movement of European Honey-buzzards commenced, with a few
Black Kites in the mix, some birds passing quite low overhead, giving fantastic views. A Common Quail
sang briefly but typically remained hidden from view, whilst equally vocal were the more conspicuous
Red-legged Partridges. Fences provided perches for both Woodchat and Iberian Grey Shrikes, and
over-grown Olive trees were home to many Spanish Sparrows. The sight of a medium-sized elongated
mammal with a long tail dashing across a track had all eyes peeled hoping for another appearance,
and in due course, the animal, an Egyptian Mongoose showed again. This is the only naturally
occurring mongoose in Europe and is mainly found in south-west Spain from where it is thought to be
expanding northwards.

Our picnic lunch was taken in a quiet spot near some partially ruined old farm buildings, and here a
small colony of Lesser Kestrels were busy displaying, their distinctive nasal calls being noticeably
different to the local Common Kestrels typical “ki-ki-ki” notes. European Rollers are declining so it was
nice to see three birds in the same area, their magnificent colours and tumbling flight actions such an
evocative ingredient of the Spanish steppe bird community. A not unexpected Little Owl sat amongst
the derelict buildings and one of only two Iberian Green Woodpeckers seen on the trip bounded across
and out of view. A surprise occurrence was of two Hawfinch which flew from some tall trees and away
across the fields.
A welcome coffee stop in the shade of a local village bar soon restored our energy before we set off
once more, this time heading for several lagoons which are scattered across the plains here, their
margins of mud, reed and tamarisk offering a mixture of habitats suitable for a range of species. The
first small lagoon produced yet more White-headed Ducks, Greater Flamingos and Black-necked
Grebes, whilst the tamarisk fringes played host to a small heronry which held many Cattle Egrets, a
Black-crowned Night-heron and 20 or more Glossy Ibis. The reed beds had singing Eurasian Reedwarbler, and in the tamarisks, a singing Isabelline Warbler came in to check us out at close range. This
is a species not well known to British birders, and as yet, has not been known to occur in Britain.
Isabelline Warbler or Western Olivaceous – a
chance to see a little-known species

Back out on the stony plain, a more seasonal steppe lake hosted Pied Avocets and Black-winged Stilts
as well as a few breeding Kentish Plovers and a migrant Common Greenshank. Superb views were had
of Collared Pratincoles, around 20 or so birds, and yet more groups of Gull-billed Terns graced the
skies. Larks were in full song including 25 Calandra and six Greater Short-toed during our travels
around the area. Several pairs of Red-rumped Swallows held territory around road-side culverts and
nice males of both Spectacled and Melodious Warbler put on great performances from trackside
scrub. The sound of Corn Buntings rang out at a density much higher than in Britain, and the day count
for European Turtle-dove was a note-worthy 20 individuals. A Short-toed Snake-eagle put in an
appearance as did a few Common Buzzards and Western Marsh-harriers, but we were unlucky this

visit with no sightings of Black-winged Kite. A pair of Eurasian Thick-knee added to the steppe
specialities.
It had been an excellent day on the steppe, and we returned to our hotel for another lovely meal and
well-earned drink or two.
Thursday 12 May – This morning we had breakfast at 07:30 and returned to the plains for a few hours
to consolidate on our looks at the birds from the day before. Once again, a few Great Bustards showed
nicely including a female with two chicks. The Montagu’s Harriers put on another great display, but it
was perhaps the mid-morning European Honey-buzzard movement which was the most exciting.
Passing in groups varying from two to 20 birds, some 170 passed northwards in just an hour or so –
quite splendid. Again, Black Kites were also involved with around 20 on the move and a single darkphase Booted Eagle soared overhead.

European Honey-buzzard – we enjoyed three mornings when northward passage was
taking place – the tail end of their spring migration
By late morning we were heading westwards towards the town of Los Palacios and the start of our
adventure in the Coto Donana. Here we had a bite to eat before driving the short distance to the Brazo
del Este, one of the most famous birding routes on the eastern flank of Donana, where former
riverbeds and ox-bow lakes host some of Europe’s finest marshes. An embankment offers great allround views of the marshes and fields. Prominent were Purple Swamphens, with approximately 250
counted during the afternoon. Ducks included four more Marbled Teal, a male Eurasian Wigeon and
a female Northern Pintail, but it was perhaps the sheer numbers of Glossy Ibis which was most
memorable, with over 600 counted. Other ‘heron’ species enjoying the rich feeding included 75
Eurasian Spoonbill, two Squacco and three Purple Herons. Perhaps the peak of the wader passage had
already occurred, but there were still good numbers including a significant count of 550 Common
Ringed Plover, no doubt en-route to the Arctic, alongside much smaller numbers of Little Ringed and
Kentish Plovers, Black-tailed Godwit, Curlew Sandpiper, Sanderling, Dunlin, Common Sandpiper and
singles of Spotted Redshank and Wood Sandpiper. The air was sometimes filled with Collared
Pratincoles and Whiskered Terns, including 800 of the latter, a truly wonderful sight.

The reeds and bulrushes were home to at least four Great Reed Warbler and three Savi’s Warblers,
one of which crept out on to the mud fringes giving nice ‘scope’ views. Walking along the banks we
were able to get close to all the marsh birds, including Western Yellow Wagtails of the iberiae race 25
of which fed in grassy margins, a fantastic experience. This part of Spain plays host to various
introduced species which have become naturalised, and we duly had nice views of several Blackheaded Weavers, a Common Waxbill and two Red Avadavat.
A short drive saw us back at our hotel in Los Palacios for an early evening meal, with a few Pallid Swifts
screeching overhead amongst more numerous Common Swifts. A short drive at dusk to a nearby area
of pine woodland and adjacent heath for Red-necked Nightjar proved very successful, with four birds
being encountered, at least two in flight at close range and others giving their distinctive repetitive
“ku-tuk” calls which carried through the warm evening air, where a Long-eared Owl also passed
through very briefly.
Friday 13 May - Following breakfast we drove south to the Trebujena marismas on the eastern bank
of the Guadalquivir. A trackside stop en-route amongst local vineyards provided us with a great
opportunity to watch four male Rufous-tailed Scrub-robins in song. The birds perched prominently in
characteristic ‘cocked-tail’ pose, their fluty song ringing out - a great start to the day. Down on the
marismas we watched both Calandra and Greater Short-toed Larks in song over the dry Salicornia,
where a male Spectacled Warbler showed, and regular scanning resulted in two Pin-tailed Sandgrouse
which flew over and continued away into the distance.
Following the wide ‘new cut’ of the Rio Guadalquivir downstream on the elevated track, we scanned
adjacent pools and salt pans across to the seemingly endless Coto Donana marshes to the west.
Hundreds of Greater Flamingos fed in the surrounding area, their shimmering pink hues stretching to
the wide blue horizons. Yet more Marbled Teal were found, together with a good mix of ‘heron’
species flying to and fro, alongside Collared Pratincoles and several hundred Whiskered Terns,
pictured below, which constantly filled the skies.

We were experiencing the true essence of the Coto Donana. Two Black Terns appeared briefly, our
only ones of the trip. Grey Plovers, being a High Arctic breeding wader, were still on the move in midMay, and around 70 of these lovely birds were noted. With patience we were able to pick out a couple
of Lesser Short-toed Larks occupying territories amongst the dried mud and bare areas close to the
wide river itself.
By now the temperature was rising and the pine wood at La Algaida offered some welcome shelter
from the strong sun and it was here that we enjoyed our picnic lunch. It was also just a short walk
through the trees to the Laguna de Tarelo, a small lagoon at the southern end of the woodland.
Overhead a few Eurasian Griffon Vultures, many Black Kites and three Booted Eagles circled. A Shorttoed Treecreeper was singing from the branches of a nearby pine, where a Spotted Flycatcher was
‘sallying’ for insects. The morning had also produced a few butterflies to add to the wider natural
history interest, with Painted Lady, Clouded Yellow, at least 20 Common Swallowtails as well as two
Monarch also seen.

A coffee break in Algaida saw us refreshed and afterwards we checked out further small lagoons in
amongst the local agricultural fields. Again, we enjoyed wonderful views of White-headed Ducks and
Black-necked Grebes, as well as singing Isabelline Warbler and Common Nightingale. For those with
an interest in Odonata, a fine male Lesser Emperor dragonfly was skimming the water’s surface.
A visit to the nearby Bonanza saltpans was our next port of call, and it was notable how few waders
there were as compared to previous visits on earlier dates. But we still managed to see several Kentish
Plovers, plus a few passage species including ten Black-tailed Godwits, and single figure counts of
Common Greenshank, Sanderling and Dunlin.

Our final stop of the day was at the Guadalquivir estuary mouth near Chipiona where our target bird
was Little Swift, and we duly enjoyed great views of 25 birds at their colony. Driving back north to Los
Palacios, we were very content that we had enjoyed a great day’s birding.
Little Swift – very few colonies exist in southern Spain

Saturday 14 May - Today we turned our attention to areas within the Coto Donana National Park but
west of the River Guadalquivir. A few miles from our hotel base we took the quaint car ferry over the
river at Corio del Rio and from here it was only a short drive to our first stop at the Dehesa de Abajo
reserve, a lovely spot possessing wild olive woods, pines and a large lagoon. The latter was literally full
of Common Coot, 2000+ estimated present, alongside many ducks, perhaps an indication that other
seasonal waters in the area had already dried out. Careful checking of the Coot flocks resulted in a
couple of Red-knobbed Coot being picked out and then from one of the hides we also watched another
two pairs, one occupying a floating nest very close to the shoreline. Most had the coloured neck
collars, part of the research study being undertaken on this rare European species, though at least two
birds were ‘collarless’. Of the ducks, Red-crested Pochard was the most numerous with at least 300
counted, whilst staying closer to the reeds were at least six each of both Ferruginous and Whiteheaded Ducks and another dozen Marbled Teal. A few Great Crested Grebes were new for the trip
alongside the commoner Black-necked Grebes. White Storks were everywhere, breeding in low nests
even next to the reserve visitors centre, which was where we headed next surrounded by a colony of
colourful European Bee-Eaters, and with an Egyptian Vulture circling overhead.
A relaxing coffee break was taken before we set off on the drivable tracks to the Valverde Visitor
Centre, situated way out in remotest Donana. Marshes in the vicinity of the visitor centre had a variety
of heron and egret species including Purple, Great White, Little, and Cattle all nesting in tamarisk and
bulrush habitat. A plaintiff call gave away the presence of a Eurasian Penduline-tit which eventually
showed nicely. Along the drive back we came across a small colony of Lesser Kestrels in the rooftops
of an old, ruined farm building giving us a good opportunity to compare these lovely falcons with their

commoner cousins. The wide ditches close to the track hosted ten Squacco Herons and yet again
Glossy Ibis were numerous, with over 500 counted.
Once back east of the river after a return ferry crossing, we checked out an area known for Blackwinged Kite but without luck. More Black-headed Weavers were found, actually quite stunning birds.
We eventually returned to our hotel, again well pleased with the day’s birding experience.
Sunday 15 May - After breakfast we set off to the south-east, steadily climbing away from the
Guadalquivir plain into the foothills where a brief stop at a picturesque castle, enabled us to watch
some more Lesser Kestrels at fairly close quarters. Here too both European Turtle-doves and
Melodious Warblers were singing in full view and a lone European Honey-buzzard passed closely
overhead. From here it was another one-hour drive into the wooded hills and rocky outcrops of the
Sierra de Grazalema. Famous for its stunning scenery, this ‘parque natural’ was accredited with
UNESCO biosphere reserve status in 1977.

Once there, our first stop was amongst mixed scrub with hawthorns on a sunny hillside where we
enjoyed a welcome encounter with a fine singing male Western Orphean Warbler. With patience the
bird showed really well, a full rich and deep song being the first indicator of its whereabouts. High
above the rocky hillsides, a male Blue Rock Thrush was watched singing, and several Red-billed
Choughs circled overhead alongside a few Eurasian Crag Martins. Suddenly an immature Golden Eagle
was spotted, we were clearly in the mountains now!
We found a pleasant shady picnic area amongst the cork oaks for our picnic lunch, and here a couple
of Western Bonelli’s Warblers were holding territory, singing constantly and giving very close views.
More familiar species such as Eurasian Jay, Great Tit, Eurasian Blue it, Northern Wren and Grey Wagtail

boosted our day species tally. Sombre Bee, Lax-flowered and Mirror Orchids were thriving in the sunny
glades, but the most frequent was Bee Orchid as shown below.

Our hotel was nicely situated on the outskirts of picturesque Grazalema, overlooking the village and
giving spectacular views and convenient access to the wild beauty of the countryside. After checkingin we took a walk into the pretty village, enjoying the view across the valley over a coffee in the main
square. Here many tourists were enjoying the sunshine whilst visiting the cafes along cobbled streets.
Both Pallid and Common Swifts screeched overhead.
Later that evening after our evening meal, as we retired to bed, a couple of Eurasian Scops-owls were
heard calling from the hotel garden and again slightly further afield.
Monday 16 May – There was no need to be up early so after a leisurely breakfast, we drove to the
village of Villaluenga del Rosario and explored an area at the base of the extensive limestone ridge
which towers over the village. The rocky ground proved ideal habitat for a Thekla Lark which gave us
nice views, our only one of the trip. Here too we located up to seven Black Wheatears, a true speciality
of southern Spain and a species believed to be in decline. Our total included both jet black males and
the slightly browner females, but also a couple of younger birds still being attended by the adults. A
pair of Woodlarks were present and feeding amongst the scrub and bare ground and we found a small

party of Rock Sparrows, ten in all. Later, a couple of Western Orphean Warblers were located, singing
away, swaying in the breeze on top of hillside Hawthorn bushes, quite a lovely sight. As the morning
air warmed, we enjoyed yet another small movement of European Honey-buzzards, the birds watched
crossing valley to valley following the mountain ridges on their journey northwards. At least 12 birds
were involved, probably by this date getting towards the tail-end of the ‘HB’ migration.
From mid-morning we explored an area north of Grazalema, a stream-side trail (though the stream
was dry) which follows the edge of the pine woods into the countryside. A couple of pale phase Booted
Eagles and a close encounter with a Short-toed Snake-eagle were memorable. Also taking advantage
of the thermals was a nice Northern Goshawk. The sierras in this region host large colonies of Eurasian
Griffon Vultures and by now many were soaring, our day count reaching 150. Several Cirl Buntings
were in song and European Serins displayed.
Butterflies this morning included some really nice additions to the trip list, with several Provence
Orange-tips and at least six Scarce Swallowtails, as well as a noticeable increase in Painted Ladies.
An Iberian Green Woodpecker flew over the track calling but disappeared into woodland opposite.
More Western Bonelli’s Warblers sang, and then we heard the distinctive song of an Iberian Chiffchaff,
eventually managing to see the bird at very close quarters, one of two logged on our walk this morning.
A large Red Deer had a close shave with a passing car, the animal seemingly hitting the side of the
vehicle with a real clatter, before running off apparently uninjured, leaving a bemused motorist to
examine a dented car no doubt!
At lunchtime we returned to the village square in Grazalema and just enjoyed some relaxing time with
a light snack and drink. For the afternoon we climbed even higher in our vehicle to the pass at Mirador
de las Palomas to the north of Grazalema. Here we enjoyed panoramic views of the surrounding
countryside. A skulking ‘Curruca’ warbler (still known as ‘Sylvia’ to most of us for now!) proved to be
a Dartford Warbler. We waited patiently checking the dry ravines carefully before the call went up of
‘Rock Bunting’. A pair were watched, and the male sang briefly – always a great bird to see.
Rock Bunting – always a pleasing bird for the group to see

Later in the afternoon, we dropped down the winding roads towards the village of Zahara, where the
reservoir and surrounds have been noted in previous years as a location for breeding and feeding
White-rumped Swifts. Careful checking all the swifts proved negative, though we did have some
compensation in the form of an Aetherie Fritillary butterfly. Ours was a scarce and unexpected chance
encounter with a species which is mainly found in North Africa, with small and little-known
populations in southern Spain, Sicily, southern Italy and southern Portugal, where it favours open
grasslands and flowery meadows. As we returned to our hotel, a Eurasian Golden Oriole sang from a
nearby copse, the fluty song of the male always so nice to hear.
It had been a great day in the beautiful sierras, and we enjoyed a lovely evening meal and a couple of
refreshing beers. For the second night running, the Eurasian Scops-owl was calling this time joined by
a Tawny Owl just outside our rooms.
Tuesday 17 May – With no real time for birding other than around the hotel, where the Eurasian
Golden Oriole sang its farewell to us, we enjoyed a final breakfast before embarking on the two and
half hours’ drive to Malaga Airport. Our flights to Manchester and Gatwick were in the afternoon, and
we arrived safely back home by early evening.
Southern Spain remains one of the great spring birding destinations in Europe, and there is no doubt
we will be back.
Thanks go to all on the trip for making it such a terrific fun trip with lots of laughs and great birding
along the way.
Lance and Nick June 2022

Butterfly list.
We saw many butterflies on this trip, so thought it would be useful to list some of the highlights.
Thanks to Dave Cropper for compiling the following list:
Spanish Festoon - Zerynthia rumina
Common Swallowtail - Papilio machaon
(Southern) Scarce Swallowtail - Iphiclides podalarius (feisthamelii) - (some authorities split this
subspecies from the nominate)
Provence Orange-tip - Anthocharis euphenoides
Black-veined White - Aporia crataegi
Clouded Yellow - Colias croceus
Aetherie Fritillary - Melitaea aetherie
Painted Lady - Vanessa cardui
Wall - Lasiommata megera
Iberian Marbled White - Melanargia lachesis
Monarch - Danaus plexipus
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